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Introduction
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason.
Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be
downloaded from OCR.
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Paper H074/02 series overview
This paper provides the opportunity for candidates to integrate their study of both literary and linguistic
methods through engaging with two different genres: prose and poetry. The two sections of the exam
paper require candidates to analyse closely a given extract from a novel, and to undertake a
comparative exploration of two previously studied poems. The material printed on the paper for both
Section A and Section B provides opportunities for candidates to make a judicious selection of the
literary and linguistic techniques they have learnt, as well as allowing them to demonstrate a range of
relevant interpretations and approaches.
General textual knowledge of the set texts was once again reasonably secure with the majority of
candidates demonstrating a secure understanding of character and theme. A number of candidates
responded to the paper with considerable critical and interpretative rigour, showing relevant
understanding of methodology. There was a range of responses to most printed prose extracts and
poems and the differing levels of engagement proved that these were all accessible to the majority of
candidates. The questions provided a consistently fair level of accessibility and provided clear
opportunities for differentiation.
The best responses were those where candidates successfully demonstrated an integrated approach to
linguistic and literary study which was well supported by textual detail and understanding. Secure
responses to both prose extracts and poetry paid close attention to specific sentence structures, lexical
choices and the use of figurative language. The writer’s craft was generally recognised as being
paramount and successful candidates attempted to decipher potential meaning, whilst providing a
reasoned argument as to why particular language choices and structures might have been used. Well
thought out responses also attempted to comprehend exactly why a writer had chosen a particular word,
phrase or sentence and posit the various interpretations that could be drawn from this within a language,
or poetic, framework. Stronger candidates also developed their ideas by considering how the different
narrative strands in play had impacted on the text, and the understanding of readers. High level
responses made a judicious selection of quotations to support original, and perceptive, lines of
investigation supported by the integrated language frameworks.
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Section A overview
In this section, candidates are required to ‘write about the ways in which an author tells the story in this
extract’. The first bullet point then asks candidates to explore the narrative techniques used in the
extract. The majority of candidates demonstrated a secure knowledge of a range of narrative techniques
using these to structure their response effectively. Responses were generally confident on the use of
language features, although a little feature spotting did still occur in less confident answers. There was
generally a secure handling of how the chosen extract related to the wider novel with some well-chosen
quotations to support ideas.
Perceptive responses blended genre, the wider novel and integrated analysis of literary and linguistic
techniques into their exploration of quotations, which illuminated a particular narrative technique. Less
successful responses commented on each of these as separate paragraphs without making explicit links
to the extract printed on the paper. Narrative voice was discussed in most responses but some of the
points made on perspective or point of view were undeveloped. Successful responses recognised the
importance of genre and literary contexts, only incorporating socio-historic contextual aspects where
these amplified meaning. Candidates should avoid ‘bolting on’ contextual material. There was no
expectation that responses should include quotations from the wider novel, however many candidates
did incorporate these and made relevant and pertinent choices when doing so. Candidates are expected
to explore linguistic techniques within the narrative strand that they are discussing; these might include
lexis, grammar, tense, sentence structures, repetition and patterns, tone and register, etc.

Question 1

This was a popular text with a good number of responses to the question. The majority of candidates
recognised that this extract represented an important transition in Jane’s life as she travelled to
Thornfield. There were good points made about how this linked to the underpinning bildungsroman and
the use of Jane as a first person retrospective narrator in the novel. In relation to the extract, many
candidates considered the earlier episode in the novel when Jane was shut in the red room. Some wellexpressed responses explored the significance of the fire at the George Inn as symbolic of future fires at
Thornfield. Other responses made good points about Jane’s relationships with other characters, but
some of these could have been more closely linked to the extract.
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Exemplar 1

This is an insightful response into the turmoil of Jane’s mind as she moves forward to the next stage in
her life.

Question 2

This was a popular text with a good number of responses to the question. Responses to this extract
explored the presentation of Tom as an arrogant and confident man who dominates the conversation.
Apt links were made to Tom’s more negative personality traits, such as the episode where he strikes
Myrtle. The use of colour imagery in both this extract and the wider novel was well considered by the
majority of candidates. Good links were made to Gatsby’s parties, his meeting with Daisy in Chapter 5
and the symbolism of the green light. The genre of tragedy and the context of the Jazz Era/American
Dream were linked to the representations of wealth in the East and West Eggs. Some well-drawn links
were also made to the ‘Valley of Ashes’ through the description of Tom’s ‘shining arrogant eyes’ and the
giant eyes of Doctor T J Eckleburg on the billboard. There were also some interesting points made about
the inherent homoeroticism within Nick’s description of Tom. A few candidates didn’t recognise this as an
extract from Chapter 1, which created some difficulties in their analyses when linking to the wider novel.
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Exemplar 2

This is a good exploration of the presentation of Tom’s arrogance and how the discourse and language
choices demonstrate his negative character traits.

Question 3

There were no responses to this question.
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Question 4

There were no responses to this question.

Question 5

There were a good number of responses to this question. Responses explored the presentation of the
younger Briony through the metanarrative of the older Briony, here focalised as a third person narrator.
There were good explorations of her immature responses to the emerging relationships of Robbie and
Cecilia, as well as that of Lola and Paul Marshall. Most candidates successfully explored the childlike
elements of her use of ‘There was an old lady…’ and Briony’s own self-belief that she had already
achieved a maturity, which transcended ‘such nursery-tale ideas’. Clearly developed responses
discussed the implications of the scratch on Lola’s arm, her false explanation and the subsequent rape
episode. Less secure answers were unclear about how this extract fitted into the wider sequence of
events, and its significance in the false accusation of Robbie.
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Exemplar 3

This demonstrates some recognition of Briony’s lack of understanding and immaturity, which could have
been developed further by including specific details.
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Question 6

There were a reasonable number of responses to the question on this text. Most responses recognised
this extract as a pivotal moment for Gogol’s acceptance of his own identity, but his continuing reluctance
to fully embrace this. There was a good exploration of Gogol’s previous reticence to accept, or discuss,
his name and his choice to be known as Nikhil. Better candidates recognised the irony of the close link
between the name Nikhil and his namesake, Gogol Nikolai. Less developed answers focused exclusively
on the significance of Gogol coming to terms with his father’s story and his name choice. High ability
responses explored Gogol’s relationship with Moushumi and their friends making links to his
relationships throughout the novel. They recognised that the reader had a greater insight into Gogol’s
thoughts and his father’s story than Gogol’s companions did.

Exemplar 4

In this response, there is a subtle recognition of the evolving character of Gogol as he begins to feel
more comfortable with his own identity, but still struggles to share his personal feelings with others.
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Section B overview
This section requires candidates to draw out similarities and differences between two studied poems
printed on the paper. Successful responses explored the poems at a lexical and syntactical level and
were aware of the importance of voice. Candidates that found the analysis of the Section A prose extract
difficult often demonstrated a greater confidence when discussing the poems. The majority of candidates
gave an equal treatment to both of the poems making some excellent links between them. There was a
good awareness of relevant contextual influences as well as similarities found in other poems studied
from the collection of poetry. A few basic errors appeared in lower ability responses such as referring to
stanzas as paragraphs, or the misidentification of the use of alliteration, assonance, etc. Less successful
responses also spent too much time making very general comments about structure and sound effects
without relating these to meaning.
Candidates adopted three main approaches: many successful responses integrated the comparative
aspects of the two poems throughout their discussion; the majority of candidates moved between the
poems in alternating paragraphs making links between features of language and structure as they did
so; and some candidates wrote about one poem and then wrote about the second poem. The latter
approach led to less successful responses, as this read as two separate essays. Strong responses wrote
about the first poem and then made links back to this whilst writing about the second poem. There is an
expectation that equal coverage will be given to the poems and opportunities for further marks were lost
where there was an uneven treatment of the two texts.
Candidates are expected to consider poems within the wider collection, for example in relation to poetic
tradition, historical or religious context or significance of place and time. This was generally done well
although where dates were misidentified this led to some misplaced analysis. More successful
responses often made relevant links to other poems in the collection, including quotes.

Question 7

This was a popular question choice with a good number of responses. Responses contrasted the
question and answer style of the two stanzas of ‘The Lamb’ with the repeated questioning found in ‘The
Tyger’, in order to highlight the lack of understanding of God as creator. The use of natural imagery
through lexical choices such as ‘stream’, ‘mead’, ‘vales’ etc. was linked to Romanticism and contrasted
to the harsh images of ‘anvil’, ‘chain’ and ‘furnace’ pertaining to the Industrial Revolution. Secure
answers also identified the emphasis on industry portrayed through the replication of the beating of a
hammer in the use of the repeated interrogative 'What?’ in ‘The Tyger’. The majority of candidates made
contextual links to Blake’s beliefs, exploring ‘The Lamb’ as a representation of innocence, childhood and
Jesus, the sacrificial lamb. Similarly, they contrasted the fiery orange of ‘The Tyger’ as representing fire,
hell and the devil. Less developed responses began to explore the contrasting underlying structures of a
nursery rhyme and hymn but didn’t fully explore the significance of this.
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Exemplar 5

This is an excellent comparative evaluation of the links to nature in both poems and the ways in which
these typify the characteristics of Romanticism.
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Question 8

There were a good number of responses to this question. Responses recognised that in ‘Going to
Heaven’ there is a feeling of an excited childlike person with a deep rooted certainty that they will be
going to heaven, but with some doubt as to when exactly that will happen. Some candidates felt this
might reflect Dickinson’s own doubts surrounding her beliefs. There were good discussions on the idea
of the afterlife and its representation in the poem: the reference to a shepherd bringing home his sheep
was linked to the biblical idea of Jesus as shepherd, and humans as sheep. More cynical candidates
pointed out that just as “flocks go home at night, so people blindly follow religion”. A good contextual link
made between the poems was that Dickinson had attended many deathbed vigils as a child, which had
deeply affected her. Good contrasts were made with ‘This World is not Conclusion’ with responses
examining the idea purported that there is an afterlife, although this is not definitively identified as
heaven, leaving it unknown whether “people will be in a state of glory”. It was generally recognised that
‘This World is not Conclusion’ posits that the nature of heaven is unknown. There was some detailed
exploration of the suggestion that philosophers didn’t have all the answers and that philosophical
processes which try to define heaven are pointless.

Exemplar 6

There are good points put forward, but they are rather disconnected and lack supporting evidence to
clarify the observations made.
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Question 9

There were a good number of responses to this question. The majority of candidates focused on the idea
that the primary link between the poems is that they both draw on memories. There were interesting
discussions around ‘Oysters’ being presented by Heaney as a spontaneous luxury to enjoy “in the
moment”, enjoyed by the rich, making them a privileged delicacy. Contextually, responses picked out the
persona’s observations that over time oysters had undertaken a lengthy journey from the ancient past.
Candidates explored Heaney’s use of kennings emulating Anglo-Saxon poetry and linked this to the
introduction of oysters to Britain by the Romans. The idea of the hard shell protecting the precious
oyster, just as memories are precious, was also well considered. In ‘A Kite for Michael and Christopher’ it
was recognised that Heaney looks to the future, as well as the past, considering his own death and the
impact of this on his sons. Candidates explored how the use of religious lexis was suggestive of “a soul,
tethered to earth until it ascends to heaven like the kite”. There were excellent discussions from the
majority of candidates on the importance of the father-son bond created when flying the kite. Responses
considered how the persona cherished every minute spent with both friends and sons, but accepted how
the metaphoric kite string needed to be loosened over the years as his sons become independent.

Exemplar 7

This is an excellent exploration of contextual influences used to amplify meaning and support a
discussion of the poet’s language choices.
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Question 10

There were few responses to this collection of poems this year. Candidates considered the significance
of the appliqued rose pattern in ‘The Black Lace Fan My Mother Gave Me’ and the accepted romantic
symbolism of the rose as a gesture of love. The rose being ‘wild’ was considered to give a sense of
recklessness. Candidates made good links between the poems on aspects of childhood and parents,
considering the feelings of being together as a family or separated by war. Secure answers also
explored the use of natural imagery in the poems and the use of past memories. Contextually, responses
discussed the theme of identity present in ‘An Irish Childhood in England: 1951’ and the difficulties of
growing up in an unfamiliar environment.

Exemplar 8

An apt comparative link has been made in this response which refers to relevant contextual influences,
however these need to be more closely linked to the language and meaning of the poems.
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Question 11

This was a popular choice with a good number of responses to the question. The majority of candidates
recognised that these poems formed part of a continuous collection; a love story charting the different
stages of a relationship. This was not recognised by lower ability candidates who also often missed the
deliberate gender ambiguity. There were good discussions around Duffy’s use of an altered sonnet form
as a means to express feelings of intense love. Many felt that these changes to the form were used to
represent the challenge to society’s perceived sexual norms of a same sex couple. Most responses
made secure contextual links to the myth of Midas and traditional tale of Rumpelstiltskin in ‘Hour’, noting
the use of a lexical field of wealth. The sense of nostalgia in ‘Grief’ was well explored and the feeling that
days seemed longer in the absence of love. Candidates also considered that the poem hinted that the
lover was to blame for the separation, and that love was no longer reciprocal. There were some
interesting comments on possible intertextuality with the ‘star’ representing the “star-crossed lovers” of
‘Romeo and Juliet’. This was considered to demonstrate that the lovers in the poems were going against
tradition by being together in the same way that love was doomed due to the feud of the Montagues and
the Capulets. These ideas were connected to ‘Valentine’.

Exemplar 9

This response includes excellent contextual links to traditional tales that are closely linked to the
language and meaning of the poem, thereby illuminating Duffy’s purpose.
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Question 12

There were a reasonable number of responses to the question on these poems. Candidates explored
the poems through the themes of light and hope. The majority of responses recognised the portrayal of a
retrospective narrative in ‘Song for a Spent 100w Bulb’ indicated by the persona’s struggle to reach the
lightbulb. The representation of singing/rapping into the lightbulb as a microphone was generally
successfully linked contextually to the influence of 80s rap music on Sam-La Rose. Responses explored
the lightbulb as giving the persona a voice and personal identity linking this contextually to Sam-La
Rose’s mother encouraging him to sing in a choir. Comparisons were made between the anger felt and
the ‘searing’ and ‘feverish’ nature of the lightbulb as he rebelliously rapped in his room. The majority of
candidates compared the breaking of the bulb as the climax of the boy’s anger. Candidates discussed
the recipe format in ‘A Spell for Forgetting a Father’ and linked this to Sam-La Rose’s own experience of
the ‘loss of his father who he very rarely saw’. Most responses recognised the significance of the spell as
a formula to enable forgetting a deceased parent. Many candidates felt that the persona should be
remembering, rather than forgetting, his father. There was generally secure understanding of contextual
elements including references to Icarus and the inclusion of a semantic field of heaven/angels was
explored in better responses, linking the religious lexis of ‘candle’, ‘wings’, ‘dawn’ and ‘feathers’.

Exemplar 10

This is a sophisticated exploration of the ‘lightbulb’ as an extended metaphor used to explain the
difficulties of adolescence and finding a personal identity.
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